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Walla Walla Christmas Bird Count
Saturday, December 17
The 43rd annual Walla Walla Christmas Bird Count will be Saturday,
December 17. The fun starts at the Harper Joy Theater parking lot at
7:30 a.m. for orientation. All eyes are needed!
Our CBC circle is centered at Bennington Lake and is 15 miles across. It is
broken up into 12 areas – some areas require a lot of walking – others can be
birded from the car. If you cannot come out for the day you can still
contribute by counting birds at your feeder (if you live within 7.5 miles of
Bennington Lake). All bird species AND numbers are counted.
There will be a wrap-up get together at 5:30 p.m. at Nancy Mitchell's home
at 63 Wolf Fork Place. Hot soup, bread and drink provided. You do NOT
have to come on the count to join in the wrap-up – and you are welcome to
bring your favorite salad and/or dessert.
Please contact MerryLynn Denny m.denny@charter.net or 529-0080 if you
plan on participating so she can assign folks to areas and organize the count.
If you cannot come to the wrap-up please send your bird count to
MerryLynn.

Field Trip
PRE-CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT
Saturday, December 10 – 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Join Mike Denny on a Pre-Christmas Bird Count (CBC) a week before the all-day
CBC on December 17. This will be an excellent opportunity to learn more about
how, why and where the count is conducted. We will scope out several areas
within the 15-mile-diameter count circle and look for both common and special
winter birds.
One of the goals of this field trip is to encourage greater participation in the
December 17th CBC, especially for those that have never participated and for those
that consider themselves “beginning birders”.
We will meet at the Harper Joy Theater parking lot on the Whitman College campus
and carpool. Bring your binoculars and a friend or two. You do not have to be a
member of Blue Mountain Audubon to attend and all ages are welcome. If you have
any questions, contact Mike at: m.denny@charter.net or 529-0080
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How to Find Birds
When you go out on the Christmas Bird Count you may
want to consider these tips David Sibley has in his
wonderful little book Sibley’s Birding Basics.
Move quietly: Often the first clue to a bird’s presence
is some small rustling of leaves or soft call note. Any
noise or distraction, such as conversation or swishing
clothing, can prevent you from noticing these signs.
Move gently: Birds are extremely sensitive to abrupt
movements. A sudden wave of the hand, such as that
made when abruptly raising binoculars or pointing, can
scare off a bird more surely than almost any other
action.
Travel slowly: One can often see more birds by
standing in one spot than by moving quickly and
covering a lot of ground.
Watch for movement: This requires holding still and
looking with a “wide field” – not focusing on a
particular spot. Once you detect movement, aim your
binoculars at the spot and try to find the bird.
Follow sounds: Listening to sounds will give you a clue
to where the birds are in a given area, and then you will
be able to quietyly walk toward them. This will
maximize your chances of seeing birds, and you will see
more of them than if you simply wander around
randomly. This is also a very important first step toward
learning the vocalizations of birds.
Pay attention to behavior: Watch the edges of a flock
and pay special attention to outlying birds or those that
act differently: these may be different species.
Let the birds find predators: Birds’ extraordinary
alertness and eyesight can aid a birder. Scolding calls
are often your first clue to the presence of a hawk or
owl. If all the birds at your feeder suddenly take off, you
can be pretty sure that a hawk or other predator has just
visited. A careful search of the ground or of nearby
perches might reveal it.
Watch flock behavior: Many birds react to an aerial
predator by forming a tight flock and swerving back and
forth around it, not allowing it to get above them or
single out one member of the flock. Starlings and
shorebirds do this more persistently than other birds.
Consider the time of day: You don’t have to get up at
the “crack of dawn” to see birds. While there is no
doubt that the hour after sunrise is the peak of activity
for many species and midafternoon is the low point, you

can still find lots of birds at other times of the day. The
activity of birds depends on the species and on factors
such as temperature, weather conditions, season, tide
and extra activities the birds are engaged in at the time
such as feeding young or migration.
Study edges: Bird activity is often concentrated along
edges—the edge of a lawn, pond or wood tend to be
more productive than the center. However, don’t just
work the edges. Venturing into the center can pay off
with unusual or interesting observations.
Anticipate the birds’ needs: If you’re looking for
small land birds on a cold day, look along sunny edges.
If it’s windy, try to find a sheltered spot. If it’s a hot day,
look for cool, shady spots. In dry conditions any small
pool of water can be a magnet for birds.
Consider the weather: A storm might blow migrating
waterbirds into local reservoirs or coastal peninsulas. A
cold front in fall or a warm front in spring might bring a
wave of migrating birds.
Follow the birds: If you find a number of birds in an
area, consider why they might be there. Is there a
concentration of food? Is it a warm or cool spot? If they
are flying through an area, follow them to find a
concentration point nearby. Is it worth just standing and
waiting for more birds to come by? Whatever the
reason, the same spot will be worth checking on another
day.
Pishing: The making of hissing, shushing and squeaking
noises known as “pishing” is done in imitation of
scolding calls of certain small songbirds. Pishing is
most effective when you are somewhat concealed within
vegetation. The birds need to be able to get close to you
without leaving their cover. Curiosity will bring the
birds in and then draw them to a perch where they can
take a clear look at you. Most birds will show interest
only for a minute or two. and there are limits to the
amount of pishing that should be done.
Pishing and/or the playing of calls to attract birds is
a form of harassment. The effect of these small
disturbances may be negligible when they are
isolated events, but when they are repeated hour
after hour and day after day, especially around
nesting or roosting birds, they can have a negative
impact by distracting the birds from the necessities
of survival such as feeding, avoiding predators and
nesting.
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Target Birds for the CBC
Here are some uncommon birds to be on the lookout for on the Christmas Bird Count.

Merlin

Common redpoll

Photo by Rodger Shoemake

Photo by MerryLynn Denny

Northern shrike

Say’s phoebe

Photo by George Jameson

Photo by George Jameson

Northern pygmy owl

Northern saw-whet owl

Photo by Rodger Shoemake

Photo by Rodger Shoemake
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Mammals

Bird of the Month

SNOWSHOE HARE Lepus smericanus

HERMIT THRUSH Catharus guttalus
Size: 6.5 inches
Description: Brownishgray upper body with
dark spots on the pale
breast, white belly,
reddish tail and a
complete thin eye ring.

Snowshoe hares have an
interesting adaptation that helps protect them from
predators. Depending on the season, their fur can be a
different color. During the winter, they are white, which
helps them blend in with the snow. When the seasons
change to spring and summer, they turn reddish brown.
This color helps them camouflage with dirt and rocks. It
takes about ten weeks for the coat to completely change
color
Hares and rabbits are related, but there are some key
differences. Snowshoe hares have especially large,
furry feet that help them to move atop snow in the
winter. When threatened, rabbits typically freeze and
rely on camouflage, whereas hares use their big feet to
flee at the first sign of danger. Also newborn rabbits are
blind and helpless, while hares are born fully furred and
ready to run.
Snowshoe hares are forest dwellers that prefer the thick
cover of brushy undergrowth. They are primarily a
northern species that inhabits boreal forests, but are also
found along North American mountain ranges where
elevation simulates the environment of more northerly
latitudes.
They are prolific breeders. Females have two or three
litters each year, which include from one to eight young
per litter. Young hares, called leverets, require little
care from their mothers and can survive on their own in
a month or less. Their populations fluctuate cyclically
about once a decade. These waning and waxing
numbers greatly impact the animals that count on them
for food. They are a major prey base for a number of
predators including lynx, bobcats, weasels, foxes,
coyotes, large owls, raptors, crows and ravens. They
are fast and nimble, but still their average life span in the
wild is only a year or less.
Snowshoe hares require dense, brushy cover to hide,
escape and for thermal cover. They eat a variety of
plant material which varies with the season—succulent
green vegetation from spring to fall, and bark, needles
and twigs during the winter. They typically feed at night
and follow well-worn forest paths to feed on various
plants and trees.

Photo by Jim Parrish

Hermit thrushes are one of three thrushes in the genus
Catharus that are found in Eastern Washington—hermit
thrush, Swainson’s thrush and veery. All have beautiful
songs but I think the melancholy song of the hermit
thrush is the prettiest of all. In the summer months their
diet consists of mainly insects and they can be found
foraging on the ground rummaging through leaf litter
looking for food. However, in the winter months when
insects are hard to find, they change their diet to more
fruit and wild berries.
Hermit thrushes nest on the ground or low in vegetation,
often beneath small conifer trees or shrubs. Open spaces
near berry and fern thickets, pasture edges, and forest
roads are common sites. The female builds the nest of
grass, leaves, pine needles and wood with mud and
lichen around the outside. Clutch size is 3-6 eggs and
there can be 1-2 clutches each year.
Males usually gather food for the nestlings, while
females generally feed them. Young birds start by
eating bits of larvae, then grasshoppers, moths and
spiders.
Hermit thrushes breed throughout the northern part of
North America and winter further south. In the summer
look for them in open areas inside forests such as trails,
pond edges, or areas partially opened up by fallen trees.
In winter they move to lower-elevation areas with dense
understory and berry bushes. They can be found well
into the late fall and early winter in our area at places
like Fort Walla Walla Park and Natural Area,
Bennington Lake and along the many drainages east of
Walla Walla.

LOOK FOR BLUE MOUNTAIN AUDUBON
ON
FACEBOOK
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Musings
Chris Howard shared this beautiful poem with me
that I want to share with all of you.

The Peace of Wild Things
When despair for the world grows
in me
and I wake in the night at the least
sound
in fear of what my life and my
children’s lives may be,
I go and lie down where the wood
drake
rests in his beauty on the water,
and the great heron feeds.
I come into the peace of wild things
who do not tax their lives with
forethought
of grief.
I come into the presence of still
water.
And I feel above me the day-blind
stars
waiting with their light. For a time
I rest in the grace of the world, and
am free.
Wendell Berry

by Chris Howard
The Owl & the Lark

As a “night owl”, I was very excited by the advent of
a “Super Moon” which would create an opportunity
for night explorations. Unfortunately, the clouds put
a damper on my initial explorations. But two nights
later--as I was getting ready for bed, I peered out
the window and saw the big, bright moon gazing down
through the clouds.
Since it was only 10:30pm, I put on a warm coat and
headed for Bennington Lake. I was not too surprised
to find the parking lot empty. I quickly parked and
headed out into the silver moonlight to find out if
there were other denizens of the dark out and about.
Scanning the lake with my binoculars, I could see
numerous rafts of various large and small waterfowl
creating sparkling, silver ripples across the water.
Honks and quacks indicated those that were also
having a hard time sleeping. Entering the cottonwood
grove on the far side of the dam, I surprised a Great
Horned Owl who quickly flew to the upper branches
of a nearby tree and was clearly silhouetted by the
bright night sky. Moving on, I stood above an opening
to the lake and spotted five dark, sleek shapes of
beavers patrolling the shoreline. Hearing the owl
hooting behind me, I quietly walked through the
shadows to stand on the cliff above the beaver lodge.
Three more beavers right below me were munching on
their winter food supply of cottonwood and willow
branches piled high in front of the lodge.
In order to find out what birds were out there in the
dark, I decided also to try to be a “lark” and see
what is on the lake when the sun comes up. I set two
alarms for 5am and arrived at the lake at 5:30 with
the luminous moon shining in a clear, cold dusk.
Returning to the cottonwoods, I was greeted by the
loud hooting of the male Great Horned Owl and the
varied response of the female not far away. I
spotted both of them and watched as the male
swooped onto the female’s branch…but she was not
ready and quickly took off to land in a nearby
treetop.
Standing on the cliff above the beaver lodge, I
breathed in deeply as the subtle, magical handoff of
light between the setting moon and the rising sun
took place. The lake turned a soft pink as hundreds
of geese and a variety of ducks paddled around in
preparation for their daily exit. The large brown
beaver with sleek wet fur was gnawing away on the
bark of a cottonwood twig. I finally headed home for
breakfast. Perhaps being a Lark wouldn’t be so bad
after all…if I could only get out of bed.
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In the Field...by Ginger Shoemake
On October 29, Wally Tomlinson took a ride in the
Lowden/Touchet area. He was pleased to find several
species of raptors—red-tailed hawk, American
kestrel, rough-legged hawk, sharp-shinned hawk and
northern harrier. He also saw a flock of American
pipits on Detour Road. When he returned home, there
was a downy woodpecker in his lilac tree.
Mike and MerryLynn also noted a large number of
raptors west of Walla Walla on October 28, including a
prairie falcon that MerryLynn was able to photograph.
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On November 2, Linda Hanson and I went up Jasper
Mountain with Mike and MerryLynn to look for a great
gray owl, and a ruffed grouse that were seen by an outof-town birder on October 30. We didn’t find them but
we did run into several flocks of chickadees, redbreasted nuthatches and golden-crowned kinglets.
Eight red crossbills flew over us and we heard several
others. It was a beautiful day to be in the mountains.
Linda Hanson found an American tree sparrow at
Bennington Lake on November 3. It was with a mixed
flock of dark-eyed juncos and white-crowned
sparrows along the canal.
On November 3, Mike and MerryLynn found two flocks
of gray-crowned rosy finches on Mormon Grade. This
is a good place to find them in November.
Melissa Cummins saw close to 5000 snow geese on
Hanson Loop Road on November 4.
Rodger and I drove the
roads southwest of Walla
Walla on November 6
looking for raptors. We
found seventy two redtailed
hawks, three
northern
harriers,
seven American kestrels
and this rough-legged
hawk that Rodger photographed.
On November 7, Mike and MerryLynn found a
American dipper on Mill Creek near Rooks Park.

There were some interesting birds at Bennington Lake
on our Tuesday walk November 1. They included a
dunlin, a northern shrike, several singing Townsend’s
solitaires, five western bluebirds and a hairy
woodpecker. Paul Treman took this great photo of the
woodpecker.

Del Henry had a pair of hooded mergansers visit his
pond on November 7.
There were 14 of us walking Bennington Lake on
Election Day. It was foggy but we still found some nice
birds including an American tree sparrow, a northern
shrike, two great horned owls and a nice assortment of
waterfowl.
Our yard list grew to 66 on November 10 when a whitethroated sparrow came in to feed on the ground in the
back yard.
Linda Hanson found a merlin at Bennington Lake on
November 13.

The previous day Nat Drumheller found a surf scoter
and an osprey at Bennington Lake.

On November 15, six of us walked Bennington Lake . It
was a bit rainy, but we still saw some nice birds
including an adult bald eagle. It flew out of a tree on
the south end of the lake and put up most of the ducks
on the water. We noted that the two great egrets that we
had enjoyed watching for the past two months were not
there.
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Rodger and I had a little excitement at our house on
November 15. Lynn Tompkins, from Blue Mountain
Wildlife, brought a rescued Anna’s hummingbird to be
released in our yard. She thought it would be a good
spot for the release since we have had other Anna’s in
our yard since August. It flew off into the trees across
the creek, but soon came down for a drink at our feeder.
Rodger took this photo as it zipped out of the box.

On November 16,
dozens of Whitman
students
watched
this red-tailed hawk
eat a squirrel next to
the tennis courts.

Judy Treman captured one of the turkeys munching
away on elderberries in this photo. Check out more
photos of the field trip on the Blue Mountain Facebook
page!

A summer tanager was found at McNary Wildlife Park
in Umatilla County on November 19. Mike and
MerryLynn saw
it on November
20. It is a bright
red bird when it
is in breeding
plumage, but still
a very pretty bird
in its winter
plumage as you
can see by this
photo taken by
MerryLynn.

Photo by Bob
Carson.
On November 19, eight of us joined Tom Scribner for a
fun and rewarding field trip into the foothills of
WallaWalla and Columbia County looking for wild
turkeys and other birds. We found 212 turkeys - not a
record but a good count. Among the other birds we saw
were two great horned owls, a Townsend’s solitaire, a
pacific wren, and many deer. Thanks Tom for another
successful Turkey Trot!

As I was returning to the parking lot along the lower
trail at Bennington Lake on November 25, I heard swans
calling. I looked up to see 16 tundra swans flying over.
They circled the lake twice but didn’t land.
On November 26, Martine Purcell watched a spotted
towhee foraging in her yard. She also saw a redbreasted
nuthatch, black-capped
chickadees,
American goldfinches, dark-eyed juncos, Eurasian
collared doves and house sparrows.
We have had an incredible fall with warm temperatures
and beautiful autumn colors. However, it looks like
colder weather is on the way. With the colder weather
we should have more of the mountain birds coming
down into the valley. Look for them in your yards, and
let me know what you are seeing. Email your sighting
to me at housewren084@gmail.com
DON’T FORGET TO JOIN THE FUN AT THE
CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT ON DECEMBER 17!

Photo by Paul Treman
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